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Springwood Gardens 2018
Springwood Gardens is a family-owned mail order nursery. I specialize in breeding
fancy, northern hardy, tetraploid daylilies with great color, many of which are
outstanding breeders. There are 9 new introductions for 2017.
The website includes several pictures of each introduction, plus selected offspring if
any. You are welcome to use any of the photos without permission. Interested in what
might be coming out in the future? Make sure to click on the link called possible future
introductions.
As for rust, I haven’t seen a spore inside or out since the fall of 2016. The plants you
receive will be beautiful, but anything planted in the greenhouse prior to that date may
have been exposed and it may show up later in your season. It seems that most people
don’t care anymore, but if you do, please let me know, as I have a small number of
most of my intros growing outside where winter kills it off. I can send those if
available, and if not, I can send your order later in the season, or plant your order
outside and send May 2019. Thank you for your understanding.
Thank you so much for the nice e-mails about the flowers you receive as well as the
pictures of your gardens and seedlings. I love hearing from you. Best wishes,

Karol Emmerich
Springwood Gardens
7700 Old Highway 169 Boulevard
Jordan, MN 55352
952-941-9280

E-mail: springwoodgarden@aol.com
Website: www.springwoodgardens.com
Blog: www.springwoodgardens.blogspot.com

GUARANTEE: Springwood Gardens’ introductions are guaranteed for a year in
zone 4 and higher if: they are planted well before fall frost and grown in normal
garden conditions (e.g. grown in the ground rather than in pots, not in standing
water, watered as needed, soil not overly compacted); bark or other mulch is put
around the plants to keep the roots cool and moist (no extra winter mulching
needed); plants are not divided when first received or during the first year. (Note:
it’s best to avoid dividing or transplanting daylilies when they are stressed by high
temps or drought, and northerners report better success dividing daylilies in spring
or early summer, rather than in the fall.)
SALES INFORMATION: Each order is important, and I personally choose and
box each plant. Plants are state-inspected. Shipping is by priority mail from March
15 to June 30 (although if I have time to ship after that I will). $12 for the first plant
and $3 for each additional plant. Check or money order should be made payable to
Springwood Gardens. U.S shipments only. Prices are for a double fan. I ship large
plants, although sometimes the size is weather or cultivar dependent. I promise you
will be very happy with the size of your order as a whole All Springwood
introductions have been grown and tested outside before selection. They are not
babied or given special care. They are planted on top of a cold, windswept hill with
almost no snow cover. The ground around the daylilies is covered with a couple of
inches of hardwood bark for weed control. They are given at least an inch of water a
week during the growing season and only rarely any fertilizer. During bloom
season, nights are typically in the 60’s and days in the 80’s and 90’s, but in making
evaluations, I also watch how the flowers open when temps are in the 50’s. Most of
the dormants are lined out outside. The semi-evergreens are lined out in the
greenhouse (where they are grown in the ground in raised beds, receiving only
regular fertilizer and water and sprayed for insects as needed), enabling you to
receive large, high quality, blooming size plants when it’s most convenient for you
in the spring. I recognize that not everyone is enamored of plants grown in
greenhouses, but in our climate it’s often the only way I’m able to ship before early
June! Bloom occurs in April and May in the greenhouse, and it is likely you will
receive a plant that has already scaped (happy to send scapes for pollen if I have
them). Most buyers report first year bloom (and often rebloom) on the majority of
the plants that I send, although not usually in sync with their peak bloom time.
Northerners will find that their plants will re-establish more quickly if they request
delivery after the soil has warmed up in their area and after hard frosts are expected.
VISITORS: Peak bloom outside is usually mid-July through mid-August; peak
bloom in the greenhouse is usually mid-April to late May. The greenhouse and
garden are open by appointment, and I do formal tours for groups of 8-10 or more.

2018 INTRODUCTIONS
CRADLE OF REFUGE TET 48412 (Desire of Nations x Dawn of Aquarius), 6”, 32”
(range of 27-33” when mature; 26” in initial bloom year), 4-way branching (with range
of 2-6 way) when not crowded (5-way average in initial bloom year and 4.6 way in
second year and 3.4 way in 3rd year due to decline in branching on the outer scapes), 20
buds (with range of 9-34) when not crowded (and dropping to 15 average due to
decline in branching on the outer scapes when crowded), ML, Dor, some Minnesota
instant rebloom some years, fr. Grape cranberry blend; icy gray lavender eye and edge;
green throat. Darker and less ruffled in cool weather - see website for pics. Good
increaser and no spotting. Good opener in normal temps, but not a CMO and
sometimes has a lazy petal when it is cold. Fertile both ways. A big thank you to Dan
Robarts, who over the years has carefully studied my plants and thought that these two
parents would work well together………………………………...………………….$75
FINAL CONFLICT TET 39409 (Gnashing of Teeth x sdlg) x Desire of Nations,
where the sdlg includes Regal Majesty, Clothed in Glory, Remembering Joan,
Heartbeat of Heaven, Breaking My Heart, Shaka Zulu, and Rock of Salvation. 6”, 34”,
3-way branching (range of 2-3 way), 18 buds, ML to Late, Sev, some Minnesota
instant rebloom some years, fr. Gorgeous flowers with no spotting. Almost an EMO. It
almost didn’t make the cut because it is slow to increase (so I have a very limited
supply of it). But it made a stunning clump during its test period once it got going and
is the parent of some outstanding kids (see website for pics), so I thought it worth
introducing. Dark burgundy with icy gray lavender eye; icy gray lavender plus ivory
edge; chartreuse throat. Easily fertile both ways……………………………………$100
LET NOT YOUR HEART BE TROUBLED TET 40713 Chariot of Clouds x sdlg,
where the seedling includes All Things to All Men twice, Repeat the Sounding Joy,
blue-eyed sdlg 17305, Heartbeat of Heaven several times, Chariot of Clouds, Filled to
Overflowing and Janet Benz. 6”, 34” (range of 30-38”), 4-way branching (with range
of 3-6 way, and the V’s have V’s), 25 buds (with range of 16-35), ML, Sev, rebloom
(but not MN), fr. Very strong scapes that are not impacted by high winds; lots of buds
and no leaning or crowding; consistent blooms that open easily when cold and almost
never show a spot. Good increaser and a strong garden flower. It reminds me a bit of
Vision of Things to Come (1/2 sib), but with fewer ruffles and lighter color. Pink
cranberry to pale pink cranberry depending on the temperature; dark cranberry plus
ivory edge; chartreuse throat. Fertile both ways.…………………………………….$75

POWER OF PRAYER TET 45612 sdlg x (sdlg x All Things to All Men), where
the seedlings include things like Repeat the Sounding Joy, blue eyed 17305,
Heartbeat of Heaven several times, Chariot of Clouds, Filled to Overflowing and
Janet Benz. 6.5”, 32” (26” in first year after planting). 4-way branching , 22 buds
(range of 16-37), ML, Dor, instant MN rebloom on half the fans, fr. Cranberry
grape; icy gray lavender eye; icy gray lavender plus ivory edge; yellow to green
throat. Fertile both ways. …………………………………………………......….$75
PROMISE OF PEACE TET 31412 {(Repeat the Sounding Joy x sdlg) x All
Things to All Men)} x (Entwined in the Vine x Gathering of Nations). 6.5”, 33”
(range of 32-34”), 4-way branching (range of 2-5 way), 20 buds (range of 10-28),
ML, Sev, rebloom (but not in MN), fr. A scape on every fan! Showy, ethereal,
graceful flowers, with lots of variation in blooms from day to day and bloom to
bloom – most are beautiful, but a few are ordinary. Impressive clump. Pale ivory
pink; etched multi-lavender eye; triple edge of dark and light lavender and pale
butter ivory; yellow to green throat. Fertile both ways. I didn’t use it in hybridizing
until this year because in the past I couldn’t figure out what I had in my inventory to
cross it with to make it better or different. Limited…................$100
PROPHETIC VOICE TET 37512 [{sdlg x (Inscribed on My Heart x Entwined in
the Vine)} x (All Things to All Men x sdlg)] x {sdlg x (sdlg x All Things to All
Men)}. 6” (up to 7”), 34” (range of 32-34”), 4-way branching (range of 2-6 way),
20 buds when crowded (range of 10-34) and more than 20 when not, M (but long
bloom season; blooms here into late August), Sev (but almost dormant), rebloom
(but not in MN), fr. Cranberry lavender burgundy blend; burgundy plus icy blue
violet lavender eye; icy blue violet lavender edge plus ivory; green throat. Gorgeous
on its best days and an outstanding parent for all kinds of looks including ivory
patterns (see website for kids). Fertile both ways. Easy pollen parent; more difficult
than average pod parent. Very hardy. BUT it is just a bridge plant because it has a
lot of bad days when the flower doesn’t open fully and it sometimes spots. It is only
available as a gift to hybridizers with a $300 purchase of anything from the catalog
– or you are welcome to request Shake, Rattle and Roll, Trials of Job, or Gathering
of Nations (which by the way was absolutely gorgeous here this year with a better
scape than when it was tested – might have just needed a better location or winter).
This plant is for personal use only and you must promise on your order form
not to re-sell or gift any of it. For those of you who choose it, I’d love to get
feedback and pictures. Very limited.

SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL TET 20110 (Entwined in the Vine x sdlg) x {Repeat
the Sounding Joy x sdlg) x All Things to All Men}. 5” (sometimes larger), 24” (range
of 20-24”; some years 22”), 3-way branching (range of 2-4 way), 12 buds (range of 1017), ML, Dor, rebloom (but not MN), fr. Soft lavender pink; patterned eye with mix of
grape and lavender and ivory; triple edge of purple and dark lavender and ivory yellow;
green throat. Fascinating patterns in the greenhouse (see website), and outside in
Cleveland (catalog picture). Hardy and increases rapidly. Easy pollen parent, but not a
super easy pod parent and pods don’t have many seeds. A TERRIBLE garden plant in
Minnesota: slow to open, wiry scape, low budcount, and doesn’t always pattern.
Because of its weaknesses, I haven’t used it as much as I probably should have. It has
made some very interesting kids. Paul Lewis (Cleveland) got it spring 2016 and
reports: “It is slow to open but worth the wait. A bridge plant, but I believe it will be a
huge stepping stone toward some really cool patterns.” It is available only as a gift to
hybridizers with a $300 purchase of anything from the catalog – or you are welcome to
request Prophetic Voice, Trials of Job, or Gathering of Nations. This plant is for
personal use only and you must promise on your order form not to re-sell or gift
any of it. (Note: I have a good supply, so might consider selling it separately if there is
any left after gifting, but the same stipulations would apply about no re-sale or gifting).
SONG OF THE SEA TET 48010 {sdlg x (Repeat the Sounding Joy x sdlg} x Desire
of Nations. The seedlings are too complicated to spell out, but include some
unexpected things like Jane Trimmer, Storm Shelter, Moses in the Bulrushes. 5.5”
(sometimes 6”), 28”, 3-way branching (5-way in the GH), 19 buds (loads more inside),
ML, Ev, rebloom (but not in MN), fr. Burgundy; icy dark lavender eye; icy dark
lavender plus ivory edge; yellow to green throat. Pictured on its maiden bloom – see
website for other pictures. Sometimes has teeth and tendrils. Fast grower. Tested at
Mike Derrow’s in West Virginia zone 6 where it has reliable rebloom, performs well in
their winters as well as after spring frosts and in dry weather, and gives very rich color
to its seedlings (see website). Also tested in Texas where it holds its color well. Easily
fertile both ways. I didn’t use it much because it was tender in its initial Minnesota
location. Once planted in a more protected spot 15 feet south of the greenhouse, it has
performed beautifully. That said, I am reluctant to sell it to anyone in zone 4 or lower
(although I’d consider gifting it), and will guarantee it for 2 years in other zones..$100
SWORD OF JUSTICE TET 26712 [Gathering of Nations x {(Inscribed on My Heart
x Chariot of Clouds) x Entwined in the Vine}] x Trials of Job. 7”, 28” (range of 2430”; 26” some years), 3-way branching (range of 3-6), 15 buds (range of 12-20), ML,
Sev, rebloom (but not MN), fr. Lavender pink; burgundy and grape lavender eye (with
ivory pattern in cooler weather); triple edge of burgundy and grape lavender and ivory;
green throat. Usually a slight reverse bitone. Stunning patterns in the greenhouse – see
website. Pictured on a coolish day (70’s), where the probability is high that a pattern
will emerge. Colors are also accentuated in cool weather and it is very pretty. If you
live where days and nights are always very warm, you might only rarely see it pattern.
A super parent, producing hardy kids - the majority of which show patterns (although
more reliably when the temperatures are cool). Make sure to check them out on the
website Fertile both ways…...................................................................................$125

AVAILABLE 2003-2017 INTRODUCTIONS (all tets)
ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN 5.5-6”,28”,Sev,M,5-way,33,pink lav/eye……...50
ALPHA AND OMEGA 5”,28’,Dor,M,pink lav/purple eye………………….... 75
AMBASSADOR OF PEACE 6”,24”,Dor,M,3-way,20buds,yellow……………30
ANGELS BOW DOWN 8”,36”,Dor,M,4-way,18buds,lav w/merlot eye………40
ARMED FOR BATTLE 6”,38”,Dor,M,4-way,25buds,magentagrape/lav eye..30
BATTLE OF JERICHO 5”,28”,Dor,M,4-way,20buds,grape purple w/eye……20
BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS 6”,28”, Sev,M,3-way,18buds,raspberry……30
BLOOM WHERE YOU’RE PLANTED 5.5”,30”,Dor,M,4-way,22buds……..40
BROKEN CHAINS 6”,32’,Sev,ML-L,3-way,17,purple,chalky eye,sharks…...100
CALLED TO FREEDOM 7’,33’,Sev,ML,4-way,23buds,grape cranberry…….50
CAUGHT UP IN THE CLOUDS 5.5”,40”,ML,4-way,24buds,cran/lav/grape. 40
CHILD OF BETHLEHEM 5+”,24”,Dor,M-ML,3-way,14buds,crangrapeetc…50
CITIZEN OF HEAVEN 6’,31”,Sev,M,5-way,23buds,lav pink/double eye……50
CLOUD OF WITNESSES 7”,26”,Dor,M,4-way,25buds,lavender pink…..........30
CLOUD RIDER 5”,32”,Sev,M,3-way,15buds,lavender bitone………………....50
CORD OF THREE STRANDS 6”,27”,Dor,ML,4-way,17buds,coral pink/eye..50
CORONATION DAY 6”,24”,Dor,M,4-way,18buds,dark purple……………….30
COSMIC STRUGGLE 6”,26”,Sev,M,4-way,20buds,cranberry grape…………25
CROWN OF SPLENDOR 6.5”,28”,Dor,M,3-way,22buds,pale pink lav………30
CRYING IN THE WILDERNESS 6”,24”,Dor,M,3-way,15buds,merlot/teeth.100
DAY OF RECKONING 6.5”,38”,Sev,M,3-way,16buds,ivory pink w/eye……..20
DEEP WATERS 6”,32”,Dor,M,3-way,15buds,violet w/lave eye……………….60
DEFINING MOMENT 6.5”,36”,Dor,M,4-way,18buds,blood red……….……..25
DELIVERER 6”,30”,Sev,EM,4-way,26buds,tomato soup red………………….25
DREAMER OF DREAMS 6.6”,32”,Dor,ML,3-way,15buds,cran violet……….75
EL SHADDAI 7”,30”,Sev,M,4-way,31buds,deep lavender pink…………....…..30
ENTWINED IN THE VINE 8”,32”,Ev,M,2-way,15buds,lav pink/pattern……25
FAITHFUL AND TRUE 5”,27”,Sev,M,5-way,25buds,ivory/eye………….…..20
FAITH THAT MOVES MOUNTAINS 6”,28”,Ev,M,4-way,18buds,purple….50
FEAR NOT 5”,26”,Dor,M,4-way, 25buds,Chinese red/watermark…………….30
FINISH THE RACE 6”,30”,Sev,EM,4-way,25buds,pale ivory yellow/eye……35
FOUNTAIN OF LIFE 5.5”,28”,Sev,M,3-4way,17buds,pink lavender…..…….25
FREE THE CAPTIVES 7”,38”,6-way,32buds,grape cranberry/eye…………..60
FROM SEA TO SHINING SEA 6”,32”,Sev/Ev,M,5-way,27buds,merlot……..40
GATHERING OF NATIONS 7”,24”,Sev,ML,3-way,12buds,lavender pink….gift
GENTLE ANSWER 6”,27”,Dor,ML,3-way,18buds,purple…………………..…75
GNASHING OF TEETH 6.5”,29”,Ev,M,3-way,18buds,grape cran/sharks……65
GOSPEL TRUTH 5.5”,32”,Dor,LM,4-way,25buds,magenta purple…………....15
GUARD YOUR HEART 5-3/4”,32”,Sev,LM,4-way,20buds,pink cran w/eye…35
HANDWRITING ON THE WALL 6”,24”,Sev,M,4-way,15buds,pink/pattern.20
HIIDING PLACE 5.5”,26”,Sev,M,3-way,15buds,pink lav/dark neon lav eye…40
HOLD ME CLOSE 5.5”,28”,M,Sev,5-way,30buds,lav pink…………………….60
INSCRIBED ON MY HEART 7”,26”,Sev,M,4-way,16buds,ivory/purple eye…45
INTELLIGENT DESIGN 6-7”,36”,Sev,EM,3-4way,15buds,pink lav/eye…..…20

JOY CAME DOWN 6”,30”,Sev,M,5-way,20buds,pink cranberry………….…..65
KEEP THE FAITH 6”,26”,Dor,M,4-way,20buds,apricot/red eye……………...30
KINGDOM BOUND 7,25”,32”,Dor,ML,5-way,26buds,lav pink/multi eye……85
KING OF THE AGES 6-1/2”,38”,Sev,M,4-way,20 buds,yellow w/eye...............25
LET THE SEA RESOUND 6”,32”,Sev,ML,4-way,20buds,cran violet/eye…..100
LIGHT OF THE WORLD 6”,24”,Sev,M,3-way,25buds,yellow w/red eye........20
LILY AMONG THORNS 7”,28”,Sev,ML,4-way,20buds,lav pink/eye/sharks.100
LIVE IN THE LIGHT 5.5”,32”,Sev,EM,4-5way,20buds,creamy yellow……...35
LIVING WATER 4.5”,28”,Sev,MLa,4-way,30buds,deep pink lavender……....25
LOVE NEVER FAILS 5”,24”,Sev,M,3-way,15buds,lav pink w/cran eye……..40
MAGNIFY THE LORD 6”,28”,Sev,M,4-way,18buds,yellow with wine eye….30
MAN OF SORROWS 6”,26”,Sev,M,4-way,20 buds,rose red w/watermark........30
MINNESOTA NICE 6”,32”,Dor,M,pink lavender bitone……………………….30
MORNING FOG 4.75”,24”,Dor,MLa,cran grape with large lav eye…………....50
MOSES IN THE BULRUSHES 6”,20”,Sev,M,2-way,14buds,blend w/eye........25
MOUNT ARARAT 6”,34”,Sev,M,5-way,24buds,purple………………………...30
MYSTERY OF THE AGES 6”,26”,Dor,M,3,5way,17buds,lilac cran/eys……...65
MY UTMOST FOR HIS HIGHEST7”,32”,Sev,ML,2-wy,15buds,yellow/sharks40
MY YOKE IS EASY 6.5”,38”,Dor,MLa,4-way,20buds,lavender………………30
NO ORDINARY CHILD 6”,20”,ML,2.5way,17buds,merlot/icy lav eye………75
NOT GUILTY 6”,30”,Sev,M,4-way,18buds,rose cran/pink eye and edge……..35
OVERFLOWING HEART 5”,24”,Sev,M,3-way,15 buds,pink w/eye….….…..25
PATHWAY OF PEACE 5”,32”,Dor,EM,3-way,18buds,yellow blend…………25
PRECIOUS PROMISES 5”,32”,Dor, M,4-way,35buds,yellow/red eye………..30
PROFOUND MYSTERY 5”,28”,Dor,M,4-way,18buds,rosy cranberry w/eye....40
RAINBOW IN THE CLOUDS 6.5”,32”,Dor,M,4-way,15buds,lav pink/eye….50
REPEAT THE SOUNDING JOY 5.75”,30”,Sev,M,4-way,18buds,pinkcran…30
RICH IN MERCY 5.5”,28”,Dor, M, 3-way, 15buds,grape/watermark…………30
ROYAL INVITATION 6.5”,22”,Dor,M-LM,4-way,15buds,dark lav bitone…..75
SECRET OF CONTENTMENT 6.5”,30”,Sev,MLa,3-way,18buds,pink/lav….30
SERMON ON THE MOUNT 6”,36”,Dor,M,5-way,21buds,purple…………….20
SEVEN SEALS 5.5”,28”,Sev,M,5-way,25buds,dark pink lav/eye………………30
SHINING THROUGH THE DARKNESS 6”,28”,Sev,M,5-way,25buds,yellow65
SHOUT FROM THE MOUNTAINTOPS 6.5”,30”,Dor,LM,4-way,22buds,pink50
SITTING ON A CLOUD 6.5”,28”,Sev,M,3-way,17buds,dark pink lavender…30
SKIN OF MY TEETH 6”,26”,Sev,M,3-way,15buds,dark purple………………40
SOLEMN OATH 5/5”,36”,Sev,M,4-way,26buds,lav pink/cherry+purple eye…40
SONG OF DELIVERANCE 6”,27”,Sev,M,3-way,20buds,yellow/red eye……40
SONS OF THUNDER 6”,24”,Sev,M,3-way,15buds,violet cran w/eye………...40
SPOKEN IN PARABLES 5”,26”,Sev,M,4-way,25buds,peach pink w/red eye..30
STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND 5”,24”,Dor,MLa,3-way,15buds,grape. 25
SWEETEST NAME I KNOW 5.5”,36”,Dor,MLa,3-way,20buds,pink lav…… 30

TEETH OF IRON 6”,30”,Sev,M,3-way,13buds,purple/lav eye/sharks…….,…75
TERRIBLE SWIFT SWORD 7”,20”,Sev,M,3-4way,17buds,purple/sharks….50
THISTLES AND THORNS 6”,30”,Sev,M,5-way,30buds,violet purple/sharks.75
THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY 5.5”,32”,Sev,M,5-way,25buds,grape/eye….40
THUNDERING VOICE 6”,30”,Dor,M,3-way,20buds,grape cranberry…….…20
TRIALS OF JOB 7.5”,30”,Dor,ML,4-way,25buds,cran pink/merlot eye……..gift
TROUBLE IN PARADISE 7”,32”,Sev,Mto ML,5-way,20buds,cran/eye……..80
UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER 6”,30”,Sev,M,4-way,15buds,dark pink….60
UNSHAKABLE KINGDOM 7”,24”,Dor,MLa,3-way,19buds,cranberry………35
VANISHING MIST 5.5”,36”,Sev,M,5-way,23buds,cran grape w/lav eye……..35
VIA DOLOROSA 6.5”,30”,Dor,M,4-way,23buds,blood red………………..…..30
VISION OF THINGS TO COME 5”,25”,Sev,MtoML,4-way,15-25buds,cran.75
WOMAN AT THE WELL 5”,22”,Sev,M,5-way,20buds,apricot w/eye…..........25
WORLD WITHOUT END 6”,26”,SevM-ML,5-way,28buds,cranberry……….40
WRESTLING WITH ANGELS 6”,33”,Dor, M, 4-way,18buds,pink lav……...30
NOTE: If there is something I have introduced that is not on this list that you
have your heart set on, let me know. I often have one or two of a plant available,
or I might be able to take it off a display clump – or even divide up a whole clump
if I get a lot of requests.

INTROS FROM OTHERS
OCEAN LOTUS………………………………………………………………….50
SCARLET PIMPERNEL………………………………………………………..35

Definitions:
.
fr = fragrant
Dor = dormant
Sev = semi-evergreen
Tet = tetraploid
Re = rebloomer
EMO = early morning opener
CMO = cold morning opener
MN = Minnesota
M = mid-season
ML = late mid-season
df = double fan

Ev = evergreen

Note: Height measurements are from the ground to the top of the dead scape
and do not include the buds or flower, which can add 2-5” depending on the angle.

